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Abstract 
The Internet, over the years has witnessed a sea change in the number of end-usen and 
their unending number of applications. Expeditious transport of the resulting volume 
of packets has presented newer challenges to researchers as well as service providers. In 
order to rise up to these challenges, the network needs to evolve as well as reinvent itself 
constantly. A crucial cog of any backbone is the network router, that apart from its 
primary job of packet re-rou ting, also plays a pivotal role in overall network congestion 
control. The routers use the adaptive queue management (AQM) procedures as a means 
to effectively manage the packet flow rates, or otherwise, prevent any undesired traffic- 
congestion. 
One such AQM procedure, Random Early Detection (RED), has stimulated the re- 
search community over a long period since its inception in the early 90's. Even today, it 
continues to evoke the same interest. The research over the years has been quite w ied  
and has covered the entire spectrum from analyzing models describing behavior of RED 
to proposing modifications to RED online that enbance its performance. A few dterna- 
tives to RED have also been suggested. It goes without saying that any improvement to 
RED should be welcome and it is only natural that RED also evolves constantly. 
It has been experimentally shown that the performance of RED is vastly dependent 
on its parameter settings. It has dso been pointed out in many a literature that, EtED 
has too many parameters and hence any procedure that aims to tune these would tend 
to be cumbersome. It is a well known fact that a k e d  set of RED parameters may 
result in performance degradation of RED that is never desirable. Adaptive RED (A- 
RED) was one of the first attempts at tuning RED parameters. In particular, A-RGD 
only tunes the packet marking probability parameter, rnaxp. However, the adaptation 
mechanism followed is fully heuristic in nature and hence does not redly redect the 
network dynamics appropriately. A suitable optimization framework, that reflects the 
evolving network conditions, may be a better alternative. In our current work, we address 
this issue in that, we first formulate an optimization framework before going on to solve 
the problem thus formulated. 
In this work, we formulate a probabilistic constrained optimization problem by assum- 
ing a nonlinear relationship between the RED average queue length and its parameters. 
This problem involves d l  the RED-parameters as the variables of  the optimization prob- 
lem. We use the barrier m d  the penalty function approaches for its solution. The exact 
functional relationship between the barrier and penalty objective functions and the o p  
timization variable are not known but noisy samples of  these are available for different 
parameter values. Thus, for obtaining the gradient m d  Hessian of the objective, we use 
certain recently developed simultaneous perturbation stochastic approximation (SPSA) 
based estimates of  these. We use a four-timescale stochastic approximation algorithm 
that uses certain modified second order SPSA updates for finding the optimum RED pa- 
rameters. We present our simulation results comparing the performance of our algorithm 
with that of RED and A-RED. 
Next, we demonstrate the utility of  the proposed RED optimization framework by 
applyingit to the DiiBerv QoS framework that uses a variant of RED. RTO (RED In/Out, 
multiple instances of  RGD) has been recommended as a means to provide differentiated 
service to multiple tr&c classes in DifEServ. Here, we simply extend our single RED- 
parameter set optimization to a multiple RED-parameter set optimization in NO. We 
discuss the advantages of  the proposed fiaxuework and the algorithm in this setting. The 
simulation results confirm that the proposed framework is an effective mechanism to 
tune the RTO parameters with the ability to guarantee statistical delay-bounds in RTO 
routers. 
